DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

A TWO DAY WORKSHOP ON “ANDROID APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT”
(07-01-2019 to 09-01-2019)

The Department of Computer Science and Systems Engineering organized a Workshop on “Android Application Development Phase-I”, from 07th to 09th January, 2019 in collaboration with APSSDC. The target group for this workshop was III B.Tech CSSE students.

Students Hands-on Session

Students interacting with the Expert
Mr. V. Manikantha Gopal, clarifying students’ doubts

The Team Members of APSSDC gave a detailed presentation on Introduction of Android and its fundamentals, Android Architecture Versions, Build a First Android Application, Views and Views groups with building blocks of Android.

They demonstrated the process to run android applications with android studio IDE interface and explained about the overall Android Studio Menus and Gradle.

20 Students participated and gained knowledge on Android Application Development besides programming concepts.

**Outcome of the workshop:**

Students gained skills on developing Mobile applications with Android Studio.